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As with 'L' and 'T', don't get carried away by the curves on those horizontals. They occupy a square area, or
even a widish rectangle, and are often very rounded. In gothic writing, majuscule 'S' comes in so many
varieties that I am inclined when time permits to give it its own page. And here we are finally at the 'Z' of
these majuscule gothic letters A-Z! Here we go again: 'N', you will be happy to know, is nothing more
complex than a hatless 'H'. Then arc up again, but only to the dashed line. Oh very well â€” moving on A
practice sheet, or a sheet of lined paper. However, for some letters, every stroke is upward, yet for others there
will be a combination of both upward and downward strokes. If you'd like to go and have a look at some
decorated letters, now is a good time. Gothic writing: majuscule gothic letters A-Z This alphabet is written
around six nib-widths high. The main difference is the little left-pointing flourish; and even that is rather like
the beginning of a 'T'. But you knew that already :- I could also whisper that it's perfectly acceptable to go
back and use a nib corner to correct the fork's edges and improve its points; all the best calligraphers do, you
know. From there, draw the nib across and down in a steady curl until the left corner of the nib also meets the
downstroke of the letter. An eraser. Ah â€” perhaps you are wondering about the fork on that tongue. Or more
specifically Feeling Stuck on Your Essay? The version of 'D' shown here is a rather splendid letter: start as for
B, and then just have fun with that long ski-slope sweep of a stroke. So keep your eyes open for more
examples of capital gothic letters A-Z or even single letters fonts, signs, titles, manuscript facsimiles etc. A
handy rule of thumb is to make sure that the flourish at the head and the curl at the foot don't extend back
further than a hackle's width plus about half again. And in gothic writing you must at all costs fill white space!
Using your sheet as a guideline, trace a few letters. Make sure it has a rather larger bow at the top than a 'B',
though. Another twisty nib-trick: keeping the nib at 45 degrees, draw the horizontal and, while still drawing,
lift the right corner of the nib off the page for the last millimetre. But it's simple enough. Simply make a
downward stroke to the dashed line and then extend down to the bottom line, curve slightly just before you
reach it, and then go back up. So decorative lines, lozenges and little twiddle-twaddles abound, both inside and
out. And why was it called a 'pound' to begin with? I do think there are quite a few interesting similarities
between gothic architecture and gothic writing. Aha, here's an interesting tidbit. Just make sure that you select
one that has a comfortable grip. A pencil. The smooth, narrow join then introduces a more graceful
forward-running flourish. Apologies if you are. Yes, that is modern â€” for gothic writing, anyway. Shake out
your writing hand and give it a bit of a massage. Having said that, there will come time when most of us need
to read something that was handwritten or we might have to write something ourselves. This is, by far, the
easiest letter to write in cursive. If you push the pen nib-first, then the patron demon of bad writing, Titivillus,
will come spluttering out and haunt your desk. That 'L' stood for the Latin word 'librae', meaning 'unit of
weight'.


